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子処 0.' 0.8 0.2 0.1 。-0.1 -0.2 -0.8 -0.4 -0.5 
50 20 15 10 s 。 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 
100 40 80 20 10 。-10 -20 -.0 -40 -50 
200 80 60 40 20 。-20 -40 -60 -80 -100 
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1. 両端固定支持の場合の紐の形状
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ここで境界条件として，点、Qにおいてs= 0， 8= O'，d8/ 
ds= 0を用い， 17式の両辺に 2d8を掛けて積分すれば，
dO 
(函 )2=2A2(cos8-cosα)=4A2 (sin2 ~ -sin2ー)2 ~..， 2 
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.. ~ ・“ 2 ~・“ "とおりば， f (a) 
の値はaが決まれば数値計算できる。この時21式から，
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紐の形状については
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tan (手+:)ーωt(手+そ)=2tan cp=ー 2告
一一一-(29)
を用いると
a ~ (z-z.) a _ 客ー(.-z・}
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図1，13， 15， 17， 19， 21は両端自由支持の場合の写
真緑影結果であり， 図12，14， 16， 18， 20， 22はそれぞ
E 10~ 1020 x(mm) 
E 0ト__.___.一一+
三・10ト L:20 
e10↑ 15 30 x(mm) 
E 01 
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三・10~ L: 1，0 
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This paper deals with the statics of the string. Therefore， the statical form of the string was investigated by 
comparing the photographical results and theoretical results. We consider three ways such as cantilever beam， fixed 
beam， simply supported beam as the supporting method 
In regard to three ways， the stati~al form of the string was derived semiempirically from the theory and the 
experimental values. We assume firstiy that the string is an elastic body， and then assume secondly that the string 
has the elasticity and flexibility partially. The statical form of the string under each assumption was obtained 
theoretically respectively， and stil compared with experimental results 
A twisted string composed of three comoponents was used， and the geometical moment of inertia was 0.0519mm・-
Y oung's modulus 35.6kg/mm久andthe linear density 6目90x 1O-7kg/mm of a string used. 
The results obtained are summarized as follows. 
1) In the case of cantilever beam， the string can be regarded as an e!astic body under 50mm inlength， and as the 
body having the e!asticity and flexibility partially over lOOmm in length. 
2) In the case of simply supported beam， the form of the string obtained experimentally are in approximate 
agreement with the theory assuming the part of circular arc of the string as an elastic body and the remaining part 
as a flexible body 
3) In the case of fixed beam， the string can be regarded as an elastic body in this experimental range. 
4) The experimental curves both agree well with the theoretical curves obtained by numerical calculation within 
the experimental eπors. 
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